ERIK SATIE'S POETRY
'Sa place parmi les musiciens fut trop longtemps contestee. Lui accordera-t-on maintenant celle qu'il devrait occuper comme ecrivain, comme poete?' This question was posed in I952 by Jean Roy, in a special number of the Revue musicale in I 952 entitled Erik Sa tie, son temps et ses amis.' That special number set a precedent which Satie studies have followed ever since. It gave significant space to his writings, publishing several of them in extenso, including three tiny poems in regular verse entitled Trois poemes d'amour; thus it clearly implied its belief in his status as a poet. Yet this belief gave rise to no critical analysis. Satie as poet was recognized by music-lovers and music journals; but he remained almost invisible to the literary critical establishment. And that situation has not changed.
In his monumental and definitive Dada a Paris, published in 2005, Michel Sanouillet describes Satie, at the time of his appearance on the Dada scene in the early I92os, as 'un grand poete, dej"a meconnu '.2 In I969, in one of the very few articles ever published on Satie in a literary journal, Sanouillet had writ ten: 'De mieux en mieux connu des melomanes et des musicologues, Erik Satie a pratiquement jusqu'a ce jour 'ete boude par la critique litteraire.'3 A crude statistic demonstrates that Satie is still 'boude par la critique litteraire' today: in March 2007, the MLA International Bibliography (which references modern languages, literatures, folklore, and linguistics) listed only i9 articles referring to Satie, as opposed, for example, to 3 I each for Debussy and Ravel, and i i I for Berlioz. Comparison with the RILM database ('Repertoire international de litte'rature musicale', the nearest musicological equivalent to the MLA) is in structive: it contains about thirteen times as many Berlioz articles as the MLA, thirty-one times as many Debussy and Ravel articles, and twenty-eight times as many Satie articles. One may therefore conclude that relative to his musico logical standing, Berlioz is by far the most popular of these composers among literary critics; there is no statistically significant difference between the literary standing of Satie and that of Debussy or Ravel. Over the last three decades, se veral splendid books on Satie's work have appeared, by Vincent Lajoinie, Alan Gillmor, Robert Orledge, and Steven Moore Whiting4 among others, while Or nella Volta's exemplary publications have made Satie's non-musical writings readily available for the first time, and illuminated their context. However, none of this research has been done by literary critics; and this, as we shall see, has severely limited the analysis of his poetry. My aim in this essay is to attempt, for the first time, to examine Satie's poetry as poetry. was writing (roughly, I887-I924), that question was rendered problematic as never before or since, by a two-pronged assault. First: those years saw the apotheosis of the symbolist drive to blur the distinction between poetry and music. Thus when Poulenc, discussing the performance of Satie's piano music, writes: 'Ce qu'il faut pour rendre 'a cette musique son exquise poesie c'est: joindre a la plus scrupuleuse minutie; l'abandon de l'amour',5 the word 'poesie' would normally be taken to indicate a property of music, rather than an art using words; though this normal acceptation is itself destabilized by the fact that Poulenc has been analysing piano pieces which, in Satie's inimitable style, are accompanied by poetic texts generally ignored in performance. Second: Satie was both a precursor of and a gleeful participant in the Dada movement; and the first principle of Dada is to scorn any academic definition of any art form. Furthermore, it is difficult to classify much of Satie's writing by any established literary historical standards simply because its genre remains unique. I am sure that the average musician or musicologist acquainted with Satie's work, if asked for an opinion about his poetry, would immediately think of the extraordinary texts inserted between the lines of the piano pieces he wrote between I 9I2
and 1917. These, as we shall see, certainly have many of the characteristics traditionally associated with poetry. However, they are not generally referred to as poems, doubtless because of the mode of their presentation. Poems are normally either published as texts to be seen on the page, or else heard, when read out or sung. The writings to which I refer were originally published not as independent texts, but with the piano music; yet they are not to be sung, nor are they to be read out.6 A pianist will see them on the music, certainly, but almost incidentally, for he or she will not have procured the music in order to read them; an audience hearing the music will normally remain ignorant of the texts' very existence, and it is highly unlikely that anyone not interested in the music will ever see them. As Roger Shattuck and others have pointed out,7 this means that the public for these texts seems destined to be restricted largely to pianists; and pianists are not normally recognized as a body competent to attribute the status of poetry to texts. However, there is one text by Satie which is meant to be heard by an audi ence: that of those Trois poemes d'amour, which he set to music in 1914, and performed and published in i9i6.8 The title is typical of Satie in the way it plays on and exaggerates the blurring of boundaries between music and poetry which I referred to above. French composers had for many years been publish 
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ing pieces of music with the word 'poeme' in the title; but these were invariably instrumental pieces (such as Chausson's famous Poeme of i896 for violin and orchestra), unless the word referred to poems previously published as indepen dent texts (as in Ravel's and Debussy's Trois poemes de Stephane Mallarme). Satie was the first composer, to my knowledge, ever to publish a piece as a poeme' with both words and music by the composer; with the result that one cannot tell whether the label 'poeme' applies to the words (as it clearly does in the case of Ravel and Debussy), or to the music (as in Chausson's concerto), or both. Fortunately, one need not pause for long to worry about whether this means one can really take the texts as poems in their own right; for they have a formal characteristic, again unique in Satie's output, which clearly marks them as poetic: they are in regular verse. And even in I 914, any text written in regular verse, on the subject of love, set to music, and published and performed in a 'high art' context, would surely have been received as poetic, by any audience likely to have seen or heard these songs. In short, if poetry is defined as that which is taken to be poetry by the community that receives it, these texts are, more certainly than anything else Satie wrote, poems.
As Robert Orledge has shown, it seems clear that Satie's starting-point in writing these poems was a regular verse form, a metric scheme. A bewildering number of manuscript versions of these tiny works survive (and the published version is different from all of them).9 From the first draft to the final text, two things remains unchanged: that metric scheme, which is the same in every one of the twenty-four lines and in every version of those lines; and the careful construction of a rhythm in the music designed to emphasize, as we shall see, one particular feature of that scheme. However, Satie's versification has been incorrectly analysed, technically speaking, by all the musicologists who have written about it, including Orledge himself; and no literary critic has, to date, taken an interest in it. It is, therefore, worth beginning from the prosodic beginning. And since the texts are so short, I shall quote them in full. According to all traditional canons of French verse analysis, these are indis putably six-syllable lines, with a feminine ending to every line. It has been a general convention in French verse since the Middle Ages that the shadowy syllable of the feminine ending is not counted when one adds up the number of syllables in the line for metrical purposes. Musicologists, however, have always said that Satie's lines contain seven syllables. Vincent Lajoinie, in Erik Satie (published in I985, and doubtless the first book to propose a serious analysis of Satie's text-music relations), simply states that the Trois poemes d'amour are in 'des vers de sept pieds'.'2 Alan Gillmor, in his Erik Satie of I988, similarly maintains:
'In the three poems [. . .] Satie forced upon himself an unvarying metric scheme of seven syllable lines.'3 Two years later, Orledge, in Satie the Composer, writes: 'the verse-form of the thirteenth-century trouveres is modi fied from the customary ten or eight syllable lines to seven' (p. 78). And Steven Moore Whiting, whose assessment of Satie's literary roots in Satie the Bo hemian is the most careful to date, joins the musicological consensus: 'each bar syllabically sets a single seven-syllable poetic line to the same rhythmic pat tern'.'4 In a way, this is understandable.
Traditionally, in French art songs, the 'e muet' of the feminine line ending is set as a syllable; with the result that the line has one more syllable when set to music than it does when analysed prosodically. This is precisely the feature that Satie sets out to emphasize in his musical settings, 'poking fun at the vocalized mute "e" in sung French at the end of each line'.'5
By the beginning of the twentieth century, it had become accepted as a fact, by Parisian poets and by prosodists, that the 'e muet' of the feminine rhyme was not pronounced, and had not been pronounced for centuries. ( this is not the case; but that was the conventional wisdom of the time. I6) To the literary mind, that 'e muet' could and should make no difference to the audible syllable count. It was a metrical feature for the eye alone, not for the ear. Its obstinate vocalization in the French art song was therefore an anomaly. It was a sound that no poet intended when writing verse; it was heard only as a supplement imposed on poetry by the alien genre of song.
Certainly, the 'e muet' did not have the same status in every kind of text, and its treatment in song varied correspondingly. Ravel's Histoires naturelles of I907 are settings of prose texts, not of verse; Ravel here leaves the 'e muet'
unpronounced. But he always respected the difference between prose and verse rhythms.'7 In verse, Satie and Ravel both systematically set the 'e muet' of the feminine line ending, even in comic vernacular songs. It is therefore hardly surprising to see that syllable given a separate note at the end of every line of the Trois poemes d'amour. What is surprising, not to say disconcerting, is its prominence.
In every draft of the songs, as in the published version, the longest syllable in every one of the twenty-four lines is the 'e muet' of the feminine rhyme. In some of the earliest drafts, in what Orledge describes as waltz time,'8 the six metrically counting syllables of each line occupy a single bar; the supplementary 'e muet' has a second complete bar to itself. In the final version, the effect is less strident: each of the six metrical syllables is set to a quaver, the supplementary 'e muet' is a crotchet. Satie's revisions therefore show him, typically, engaging in a process of rendering his effect with as much economy of means as possible. None the less, that effect remains unmistakable; all the more so because of the accentuation of the lines.
Traditional
French prosodic analysis maintains that where a metrical unit corresponds to a sense unit, there is an accent on the unit's final syllable unless that final syllable is an 'e muet', in which case the accent falls on the syllable preceding the 'e muet'. Composers were expected to set lines of verse with feminine endings accordingly, so that the syllable before the 'e muet' fell on an accented note, and the 'e muet' itself on a relatively unaccented one. For example, in the first line of Satie's 'Elegie' on the death of Debussy (the only song by Satie setting traditional alexandrines, by Lamartine), the shape of the phrase naturally gives the traditionally correct accentuation. The syllable before the final 'e muet', set to a crotchet, is the highest note in the line; the voice then drops an octave to the 'e muet', on a quaver accompanied by the piano's first silence, providing a suitably unstressed ending (see Example i). Satie In the Trois poemes d'amour, the syllable which should be stressed, the last of the six metrical syllables, always falls on a note which, if one goes by the musical rhythm, should be completely unaccented:
the second quaver of the third beat (the songs being in common time). The note on which the following 'e muet' falls is not only longer, it has more of a natural accent, being on a beat, albeit the fourth of the bar. To add prosodic insult to injury, the musical accompaniment insists on this false stress on the 'e muet'; the only written accents in the piano part are on that fourth beat (with instructive exceptions in the third song, to which we shall come later). The result, to an ear used to traditional prosody, can only appear ridiculous. The supernumerary syllable which poets (other than Satie) never intended to be heard at all becomes, in these poems, thanks to Satie's perverse setting, the centre of attention.
There can be no doubt that Satie was keenly aware of these prosodic ques tions, and indeed of the ridiculous effect produced when musical settings gave undue prominence to an atonic 'e' that ought to bear no stress. He had, indeed, publicly mocked Ambroise Thomas for precisely this:
Pourquoi parler de sa si curieuse prosodie? Philine chante: -'Je-e suis Titania la blonde'; Laerte nous dit: -'Belle, ayez pitie de-e nous.' C'est assez. Mais oui donc j'ai laisse mon parapluie?20
Satie's prosody is at least as 'curieuse' as Thomas's;
indeed, more so, given its date. There is an element of deliberate archaism in Satie's form, at several levels. It looks back to the poets of the second half of the previous century, notably Banville, Baudelaire, and Verlaine, who had broken with two centuries of strict tradition by writing 'isosexual' poems (that is, poems whose rhymes becomes, not only ridiculous, but also highly expressive.
The Trois poemes d'amour constitute the only work in which Satie set to music words whose authorship he claimed. The words of his 'drame symphonique' Socrate22 are by Plato as translated by Victor Cousin. However, it was Satie who selected (and edited) from the vast Platonic corpus the three short passages which he set, in the three parts of the work. Those three parts have one theme in common: they all represent Socrates, and more particularly the words of Socrates, slipping away, to be replaced by a strange alliance between music and silence. That strange alliance, carefully and repeatedly constructed in Socrate, provides a uniquely explicit insight into the relations between words and music in Satie's aesthetics; therefore, I shall allow myself an extended analysis of it, before returning to the Trois poemes.
In the first part, 'Portrait de Socrate', Alcibiades praises Socrates by means of two comparisons, in both of which Socrates is likened to a flute player (Silenus, and Marsyas). Alcibiades then tells us that the effect of Socrates' words on him is like music. He has nothing to say about any Socratic philosophical message; only that 'en l'ecoutant, je sens palpiter mon ceur plus fortement que si j' their properly verbal or philosophical content, and assimilated, in their true effect, to music. The response of Socrates to Alicibiades' praise24 is simply this: 'Tu viens de faire mon eloge: c'est maintenant 'a moi de faire celui de mon voisin de droite' (Socrate, . He seems to ignore, or perhaps to refuse, Alcibiades' portrayal of him as an exceptional, admirable individual; his instinct seems to be, rather, modestly to evade the spotlight.
In the second part, Phaedrus and Socrates go walking down by the river Ilissus, talking vaguely about local nymphs and gods and whether their legends are really true, while heading for a grassy spot where they can lie down quietly. The last words of the second part are these, sung by Socrates:
Le chant des cigales a quelque chose d'anim6 et qui sent l'ete. J'aime surtout cette herbe touffue, qui nous permet de nous &tendre et de reposer mollement notre tete sur ce terrain legerement incline. Mon cher Phedre, tu ne pouvais mieux me conduire. (Socrate, pp. 64-68)25
In short, what Socrates wants to be led to is his rest. And indeed that is what happens in the third part, 'Mort de Socrate', in which Phaedo recounts the death of Socrates. 'Les cygnes,' says Socrates, 'quand ils sentent qu'ils vont mourir, chantent encore mieux ce jour-la qu'ils n'ont jamais chante, dans la joie d'aller trouver le dieu qu'ils servent .. .. (Socrate, pp. 87-88).26 Socrates is similarly happy to die, with no thoughts in particular, apparently, other than service to the gods. His last words-'Criton, nous devons un coq a Esculape; n'oublie pas d'acquitter cette dette'-signify, according to Victor Cousin's note, that Socrates wishes to thank the god of healing 'en reconnaissance de sa guerison de la maladie de la vie actuelle'.27 One could point out the irony that he has to ask the living to carry out this action of thanksgiving for his own death. A good death depends on life. But perhaps it depends on music, too. Socrates had, after all, likened himself to the swan, whose finest song is heard as death approaches. Should we not link this back to the praise of Alcibiades, who saw in Socrates a flute-playing satyr? And the sound which accompanies Socrates to his contented rest in the second part is the 'chant des cigales'. In all three cases (one in each of the three sections of the work), the music evoked is provided by a non-human, or at best semi-human, being, and sets no words; in each case, it takes an intermediary position between words and silence. Music comes between words and silence, part, this fade-out has the disturbing and disconcertingly powerful effect of a heart stopping. The rhythms in the orchestra have been, throughout the piece, regular and repetitive, in a way that some listeners find monotonous and others hypnotic, always with a pulse around that of a resting heartbeat. When the voice stops after the narration of Socrates' death, all complications and elaborations of rhythm in the orchestra have been stripped away, leaving us with repeated quiet crotchets, marked 'ralentir de plus en plus' (the only such tempo variation in the entire work); they halt with no harmonic resolution. This ending is the only time in the work where the music unambiguously mirrors a narrated event, an event which plays itself out in the well-prepared silencing first of Socrates, then of the singing voice, and finally of the orchestra.
Between words and silence, between the individual and death, music echoes: this is what one might call the aesthetic topography of symbolism (though, as I have argued elsewhere,2" it is by no means confined to symbolism). For Satie, as for Debussy or Mallarme, this topography is always to be traversed in the same direction: from words, via music, to silence. The art of the poet, therefore, is to produce words that point in the right direction, that point us away from words, through music, towards silence.
Mallarme, like Satie, was a master of the art of composing words to point away from words; and like Satie, in this composition, he found the rules of French prosody, particularly the prosodically supernumerary 'e muet', to be peculiarly useful tools. Un coup de des jamais n'abolira le hasard contains, as Roger Pearson points out in a brilliant analysis, one single perfect alexandrine:
'l'unique Nombre qui ne peut pas etre un autre'.29 Read as an alexandrine, this phrase naturally has twelve syllables. Perhaps the 'Nombre', then, is the number twelve, since that is the number of points on two dice, and twelve appears to have peculiar numerological significance throughout the work. Or is it thirteen? Should one count the 'e muet' at the end of the line? Perhaps the unique number is in fact the one added to the twelve . . . Such speculation is as inconclusive as it is productive, and contaminates, in the end, one's reading of the whole work, whose very title contains thirteen syllables-but of those thirteen, one is an 'e' almost as vulnerable, from a certain point of view, as a feminine rhyme: 'the thirteen syllables of the title create a pressure to make "Hasard" no longer aspirate'.30 The kind of pressure that Pearson describes, whose force is undeniable, seems to come from a shadowy sense of form evoked by words yet resistant to resolved meaning; and Satie creates it as effectively as Mallarme.
The last words in Socrate are the phrase: 'du plus sage et du plus juste de tous les hommes' (Socrate, pp. 140-4I). This has twelve syllables followed by a supernumerary 'e muet'-just like an alexandrine with a feminine rhyme. (One might suspect this of being a coincidence, were it not for the fact that the second part of Socrate similarly ends with an alexandrine-length phrase of twelve syllables plus 'e muet'.) The sound of that prosodically problematic 'e muet' is thus the last one hears sung. As we have seen, from the point of view of the poets and prosodists of Satie's time, that final sound was not, strictly speaking, the sound of a word at all: it was a sound called for by a purely musical convention. Certainly, it contributes, here, to no denotative meaning (the word 'hommes', the last of the work, would be as easily understood without it). It did, however, have connotations. Its vocalization unmistakably connoted 'art song setting'. It also, as Chevrier shows, connoted the feminine; 'le marquage du feminin dans la forme meme'.3' And in the context of Socrate, this is a particularly rich connotation.
The last word of the piece, as we have seen, is 'hommes'. It is sung by Phaedo, who is, in principle, a male character. But all the parts in Socrate are for soprano, and to be sung by female singers.32 This creates a curious gender bending effect, reinforced by a constant homoerotic undercurrent (of which we shall see an example shortly). It also creates a strange distance between the singing voices and the characters, which is redoubled in the third part of the work. In the whole of that third part, 'Mort de Socrate', which is half the total length of Socrate, only Phaedo sings. The words of Socrates, including his self-identification with the dying swan and his own dying words, are recounted by Phaedo. We hear, then, not Socrates, but what Phaedo says Socrates said, according to Plato, through Victor Cousin's translation as edited by Satie. All the participants in this game of textual Chinese whispers are men. But the result is relayed by a woman's voice. In Socrate, although all the characters, like the composer, the author of the words, and the translator, are masculine, the feminine is omnipresent; never speaking in its own voice (Satie cut from Cousin's text all the words attributed to Socrates' wife Xanthippe), but rather serving as a material presence, a presence of sound, between the masculine as source of words, and music. That intermediate omnipresence of the feminine is connoted, not only in the feminine endings of the three parts, but in the very name of our hero. 'Socrate', like the name of his gender ('homme'), the god to whom he proposes a sacrifice ('Esculape'), the beast with which he identifies ('cygne'),33 and the more or less divine beings with which he is himself identified ('Silene', 'satyre'), all end with that sound which connotes a gender that is not his, which bears no denotative meaning, and which is called forth as sound by music alone.
In Socrate, it is the interaction of gender roles that brings to life what I have called the symbolist topography. Words, signifying words, come from men. But Socrates knows that his task is to escape words, through music, towards the rest that is silence or death. On the journey, he must lose his speaking voice. If the lesson, the beauty of that escape (which is the only true beauty), is not to be lost, the voice must be respectfully traced in the very process of slipping away;
and for that, the voice of another is needed; a modest voice, willing to be a material presence, to survive, without telling us of its own meaning or destiny.
In Socrate, it is the voice of the feminine that plays this part. In the Trois poemes d'amour, no woman's voice is physically heard; but Satie uses other methods, no less remarkable, to trace the masculine voice slipping away.
The vocal range of the Trois poemes, their rhythmic range, and their dynamic range (the only dynamic marking is an initial 'p') are all modest; and from the very first line, the modest posture of the narrator is set. He is but a grain of sand, he tells us, omitting the first-person pronoun (it appears nowhere in the first song). Modesty is, of course, traditionally a feminine virtue; and in the second and third poems there is an unambiguous inversion of gender roles. It is the male narrator who lacks confidence, who is unsure of his conquest; it is his beloved who is arrogant, and who is associated with cigarette-smoking. All the substantives in these two poems are feminine. The one adjective applied to the narrator himself ('chauve') has a feminine ending. concerning masculine attributes is created by the following two lines. 'Ferai-je sa conquete, Que je voudrais comp1ete?' It might seem disconcerting to find our timid narrator evoking the most stereotypically masculine of approaches to relations between the sexes: love as conquest. But it is evoked only to be corroded, in two ways. First: it is a question that receives no answer; and being posed in the same rhythm, in the same register, in the same tone, with the same feminine ending, as every other line so far, it comes across as an expression of uncertainty, more than of sudden unexpected ambition. And second: there is, in fact, another way to resolve the apparent confusion of second and third person which I have noted in these lines. One only has to suppose that 'sa' (in 'sa conquete') means not 'hers', but 'its'-the cigarette's. This is grammati cally the most straightforward and consistent reading, and once again, Satie's punctuation (or rather, lack of it), confirmed by the manuscripts, does nothing to discourage it. Certainly, it is semantically bizarre: complete conquest of a cigarette? But as so often with Satie, the bizarre reading born of over-careful analysis actually reinforces something of the initial impression: there is, in the end, no affirmation of conquest; our male narrator's phallic status remains problematic.
A similar corrosion is produced by the very last word of the song: 'luron nette', which, as far as I can tell, is a Satie neologism. Obviously enough, it is to be taken as a diminutive of 'luronne'; and a 'luronne' is, of course, a woman with an approach to love which aligns itself with the stereotypically masculine rather than the stereotypically feminine, being enterprising rather than modest.
But the adjective 'douce' undermines that alignment, being rather the opposite of the adjectives such as 'gaie' which traditionally accompany 'luronne'; and so does the diminutive '-ette'-not to mention the preceding line: 'Ta parure est secrete', which itself contains, in one of those extraordinary condensations which are the delight of the 'satiste', all the contradictions of the female stereo type. 'Parure' is, naturally, traditionally a feminine attribute; a man's virtue is in doing, not in seeming. But is it feminine, modest, for the 'parure' to be on show? In making it secret, then, our poet may seem to be rendering it doubly feminine. Yet the absence of a visible feminine 'parure' makes it possible for her to be imagined as a masculinized cigarette-smoking 'luronne' . . . I have hinted at ways in which the musical setting helps with the process of corrosion. A full analysis of the relation between the words and the piano part would take many pages; again, its apparent simplicity allows for an extraordi nary subtlety of effect. I shall limit myself to a few comments on the piano part in the very last bar (see Example 2).
It begins with an accent, which is the only accent on a first beat in the work. Also for the only time in the work, the piano part contains an imitation of the vocal line: for the first six quavers, it reproduces the notes sung in the second bar of the song (also to the words 'O douce luronnette'). This adds a new dimension to the repetitiveness which characterizes the Trois poemes. But when we reach the concluding 'e muet', the repetition stops. There is an accent on the fourth beat, with the 'e muet'; there is then, in the piano part, one more note, a final quaver, with a pause over it, whereas, strangely, there is no pause in the voice part.35 This is contradictory, according to the conventions of musical notation; it is impossible to decide whether the piano note should ring on after the voice has stopped. And here, once again, in the subtlest of touches, which, like the over-emphasized 'e muet' or the grammatical ambiguity of 'Fume', we might almost dismiss as a silly mistake, we can, if we are willing to play Satie's game, see the most expressive of subtleties. The words end, with a word that is not a word in the traditional sense ('luronnette' being a neologism), concluded by a sound that is not the sound of a word (the 'e muet'), followed by a single note of music that may or may not outlast that word; and Satie produces this uncertainty through a medium that is normally taken to be transparent: musical notation. His true originality, his unacknowledged genius as a poet, resides, indeed, in the way in which he treats the physical presence of musical notation, as marks on a page, in the same way as he treats words as marks on the page. Other poets, notably Mallarme and Apollinaire, had used words thus, playing on the relation between physical signs on the page, and the sound and meaning of words; Satie was surely the first to exploit these possibilities in music as well, and at the same time.36 One final comment on that final quaver in the piano part: a listener will have been led to expect it, because bars 2, 4, and 6 of the third song all end with 35 This, again, is certainly not a misprint. a quaver; so we await the corresponding quaver in bar 8. It duly arrives. But in bars 2, 4, and 6, it was harmonically compatible with the continuing note in the voice; in bar 8, it is not. The moving quavers in the piano part catch the C sharp in the voice part, on its final crotchet; they then move up one tone, and stay there. Certainly, in I914 there was nothing revolutionary about this unresolved dissonance, just as there was nothing revolutionary about the isosexuality of Satie's verse. But in the manner of its arrival, prepared in many ways by patterns of repetition in the work, and yet in other ways so different from what has happened before, the effect of a stretch, of the final movement up and away from what words can say, at the very limit of what music does, is-I will allow myself to use the word, with its symbolist force poetic in the extreme.
Did Satie consider himself a poet? There is circumstantial evidence that when writing texts to go with his music, he did. No one called 'le Musicien' or 'le Compositeur' is ever present in those words. But a character called 'le Poke' makes more than one appearance. He is the protagonist in the prefatory material which Satie wrote to go with the Trois poemes d'amour, and did not publish. He reappears the following year, in the texts that accompany the three piano pieces Avant-dernieres pensees.37 His presence may be suspected in the first of those pieces, 'Idylle', when we read: 'La lune s'est brouillee avecque ses voisins'; why 'avecque', with the supernumerary archaic 'e muet', except to create a perfect alexandrine ?38 But of course, if poets are versifiers, they are also, like Socrates, musicians;
and in the second piece, 'Aubade', the poet appears to be a guitarist attempting to soften by serenade the heart of his beloved:
Ne dormez pas, belle endormie Ecoutez la voix de votre bien-aime. I1 pince un rigaudon. Comme il vous aime! C'est un poete. L'entendez-vous? I1 ricane, peut-etre? Non:
I1 vous adore, douce Belle! I1 repince un rigaudon et un rhume. Vous ne voulez l'aimer? Pourtant, c'est un poete, un vieux poete!
The music of the poet in 'Aubade' does not get him very far in practical terms. In the third piece, 'Meditation', we again find a poet whose art does not have the desired effect; in fact, it makes him decidedly uncomfortable: 
